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Abstract: We give a method of computing bounded influence M-estimates of regression coeffi- 
cients. The method has the advantage that the accompanying printout will be asymptotically 
correct, in that the standard errors and p-values have the correct asymptotic values. The method 
is easily implemented on any package which can perform weighted least squares regression, and 
Choleski decompositions. The p-values are those which result from substituting robust estimates 
into the usual F-statistic for testing a general linear hypothesis. The influence function of this test 
is obtained, and shown to be bounded with respect both to the influence of residuals, and to the 
influence of the position of the carrier:.. A numerical example is given, comparing several robust 
estimators, and the least squares estimibtor. 

Kqvwords: Robust regression, Bounded influence estimation. 

ntrodwtio 

A barrier to the widespread adoption of robust regression procedures within the 
statistical community appears to be the percepticn that such procedures are 
difficult to compute. Street, Carroll and Ruppert (3 988) addressed this problem 
in the case of Huber-type M-estimation. One of their main points may be 
summarized as follows. 

Consider the linear model 

Yi = X~~~ -I- Ei) 1 <iIn; 
_. 

with i.i.d. errors Ei. Suppose that one has obtained a Xuber M-estimate 
through solving the defining equations 

One can then perform a least squares regression of appropriately defined 
pseudmalues on the independent variables, obtaining an asymptotically equiva- 
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lent estimate 6. If this is carried out on any of the usual software packages, then 
the accompanying printout will be asymptotically correct. That is: 

(a) The printed estimated covariance matrix of will be a consistent estimate 
of the true covariance matrix. 

(b) If 8 is partitioned as 

8 = (1) 

then the classical test of the hypothesis H,, : 8, = consists of rejecting H,, if 
F>F(l -a; p - q, n -p), where 

F = {Regression sum of squares due to the last ( p - IS) regressors) 

+(p -,?)S’. (2) 

These regression sums of squares are typically printed out, so that F is 
easily calculated. By virtue of the regression on pseudovalues, the mean 
residual sum of squares S’ estimates the “right” quantity. This F-test is 
then asymptotically of the correct size cy, since the distributions of both F 
and an F,f_T random variable tend weakly to the same xf_,/< p -4) 
distribution. 

In this article we discuss a similar computational approach, valid for bounded 

injb4ence estimators. In contrast to HuLer M-estimators, bounded influence 
estimators are robust against high leverage points. The estimate may be defined 
as a solution to 

I1 

n - ’ 
zl 

yi - xp 
i-z 1 

q xiy y- Xi=O. 1 
I 

(3) 

A comm.xr class of functions 77 is that suggested by Schweppe (see 
Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel (1986)): 

77(x7 1-J = v(x)+(r/v(x)) (4) 

for an appropriate positive function v(x) and odd function $(r). Specific 
choices of v and + are investigated in Sections 3 and 4 below. See Hampel, 
Ronchetti, et al. (1986), Krasker and Welsh (1982), Huber (1983) for further 
discussions related to the phn;na nf the function 7 _ - rrnvat.w “1 .___ 

A common, easily programmed algorithm for solving (3) is as follows: 

(i) From &, (k =0, l,...) compute a scale estimate 0-(k). Put ei,:. = yi - x 
I’i k = 
F&m 

ei.k/a(k )’ 

(ii) weights Wi k = 7(x,, ri k)/Y, k. With 8 = 
weighted least squares problem ’ 

k,, (3) now becomes the 

tu (k)- 



(iii) 

t ivi 
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“Solve” W, thus obtaining by performing a weighted least squares 
regression of the ~7’s on the x’s, using weights W, L. 
iterate to convergence. 

A frequent choice of ocx,, suggested by Hill and Holland (1977), is 

a(,) = 1.48 X (Median of the largest n - p + 1 of the 1 eiak 1) . (6) 

The factor 1.48( = l/G- ‘(0.75)) is for consistency at the normal distribution. 
The final values ( *, a,) of ‘:he iterates are, under mild conditions (see 

Maronna and Yohai (1981 D, consistent and asymptotically normally distributed, 
and 

T(fl tl * -e)L N(Q, cr’c-‘). (7) 
k-he, cr = plim 6 and t2 + 32 

c = MQ- ‘M, 

The regressors x may bc random, in ~~hich case they arc assumed to be 
distributed independently of P. Note that if (LJj is used, then $(x, E) = 

~‘k/v(x)). 

A further problem is the estimation of the matrix C, and the computation of 
test procedures for which estimates of C are required. Street, Carroll and 
Ruppert (1988) pointed out that the estimated standard errors normally appcar- 
ing on the weighted least squares printout are inconsistent, in the case of Huber 
k&estimation. For bounded influence estimation such estimates are not merely 
inconsistent but meaningless, due to the relatively complex structure of C. 

In Section 2 below we give an easily implemented method, involvingla further 
least squares regression on pseudovalues, which has both properties (a) and (b) 
above. We give as well the non-centrality parameter in the limiting x’-distribu- 
tion of the test statistic, when H,, is false. In Section 3 the influence function of 
the test is presented. It is shown that, provided $(r) and 11 x 11 V(X) are bounded, 
the influence function is bounded with respect to both the influence of rcsidu- 
als, and to the influence of the position of the carriers. Two appropriate chokes 
of V(X) are given. Some numerical comparisons are made in the example of 
Section 4. 

The test statistic determined by (21, following the regression on pseudovalues. 
is in fact identical to Ri/( p - q), in the notation of ampel et al. (1%ii p. 36-0. 
Hampei et al. discuss Ri/( p - q) as well as anoth statistic for testing N,, - 
their M/,,‘/&’ - and several aspmptotical’ly equivalent versions. 
cases in which they are able to explicitly evaluate the statis 
asymptotic dist butions - Huber M-estima n, and the case p - (I= 1 - 

turns out that t F of (2), R:/( p -q), and ,?/6’ are in fast 211 identical. 



general, however, the F of (2) does not agree with W,:/C?‘. In such cases, t 
F-based test enjoys the advantage that, as described in Section 
statistic and its asymptotic distribution are easier to compute th 

We note that there are severa! sophisticated, main-frame based computer 
packages available for the computation of bounded influence estimates. See 
Marazzi (1987) for one such package. The procedures outlined here have the 
advantage of being easily implemented by the casual user, or by students. 
Indeed, a program which runs on MINITAB has been used successfully in 
classes, and is available from the author. 

utation of the estimates 

Suppose that CO,, CT.+ ) satisfy (3, with cr, determined from 8, as at 03, or in 
any other manner which ensures its consistency for CT. Let M,,, Q,, be consistent 
estimates of .M and Q, e.g. 

Pt, =12-l ~ 77’(xj, yi)XjxiT, 

i= 1 

where Yi = (yi -XT Assume that Mn, Q,l and the design matrix X are 
of full rank p. Let 

c,, = M,,Q,; %I ’ 

and let A,, be an upper triangular matrix satisfqring 

A; A,, = nC,, . 

Decompose the design matrix as 
(8) 

(9) 
where r : tz X p has orthonormal columns and U is upper triangular. Note that 
(8), (9) involve only Choleski decompositions. Define 



Regress y * on the columns of Q-remembering to fit a no-inter 
since V,, does not have a column of ones - to obtai 
of Wi, 

Define 6 to be CT,. 
On typical regression packages, the printout for this fi 

include standard errors of timates, p-values, etc. 
mated covariance matrix of This matrix is calculated as 

regression will 
from the esti- 

Since C,, is consistent for C and 6 for U, objective ($ of STFtion 1 is met. To 
see that objective (b) is met as well, first decompose 8 as <e:, I@‘, compatibly 
with (1). Standard algebraic manipulations show that the F statktic. calculated 
from a printout as at (2), is in fact given by 

(12) 

where 

G zct;z;,. , =qc,;*),z 

is the estimated covariance matrix of &t&. Assuming that (7) holds, the limiting 
distribution of F, under alternatives 

H(n): e = 
a 2 H- n, 

is that of a x&(S’)/( p - q) random variable. The non-central,ty paramctcr is 
given by 

with C,,., = W’-‘LX’. Th __ us, objective (b) is met. 
exact ZCKO be attai 

( 
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3. uence function 

Recall ( 12), and put 

The 

;cn;23.,e~/( p - q)- 

influence function of T is defined by 

Here, L,, is the distribution function which places all mass at <xx, J#, and H, 
is the true distribution function, under the model. 

The influence function represents the limiting influence of an observation at 
z,, on the test statistic, normalized by the amount of mass at z,,. For robustness 
against outlying r-values, and for bounded influence, we require that the gross 
error sensitivity, defined by 

GES( 7’. H,) = sup 1 IF@,,; T, Ho) 1 
+I 

be finite. 
For the calculations, we follow the procedures in chapter 6 of Hampel et al. 

US%!. We take CT’ = 1, and assume that the null hypothesis H,, : 8, = 0 is true. 
Partition M-’ as 

Under the regularity conditions of Maronna and Yohai (1981), we then find that 

For q( - ) as at (,ia), ( 13) becomes 

Since A does not depend u on z,,, (14) then gives 

CES(T, &)I supIIx,,llv(x,,)- supl$(r)l* 
CcI,,,( A) 1/Z 

i 1 
7 

XII i P-cd 
(15) 

where chmas denotes the largest characteristic root. We thus require that $(r) 
and II x,, ll dx,,) be bounded. 



For the numerical example in Section 4 below we take + to be Huber’s CL,.. 
defined by 

Two attractive choices of v(x(,) are those discussed in Markatou and 
Hettmansperger C 1YYO). Let h,, = 
for both 

u~(XrX)-‘xo, the leverage value of x,,. Then 

V(X[)) = (1 -I;,;)“’ and (17) 

v(x,,) = (1 - M/\h,, (N 

it is easy to show that 

sup II y( q,) = (chmnx( x:x,)]‘? 
XII 

where X, is the design matrix X, without the row xi‘. For (17), II x,, ii v(x,,) is 
maximized at II x,, II = 2, while for (18) the maximum is attained at II x,, II = 0. 

. An example 

We have computed estimates and standard errors for the ‘stacklosb data set, 
described, and analyzed exhaustively and ingeniously, in Daniel and Wood 
(!?Si)). There 21 points in the data set, obtained over 21 successive days of 
operation of a plant oxidizing ammonia to nitric acid. The model is 

y=e,,+~~x, + e,x,+e,~,+&. 

where 

Y = 110 x (% ingoing ammonia lost as unabsorbed nitric oxides), 

x’1 = air flow to the plant, 
x2 = temperature of cooling water in the absorption tower, 
x3 = concentration of nitric acid in the absorbing liquid. 

Daniel and Wood determined that four of the data points represented ‘transi- 
tional states’, and should be removed. Subsequently, variable x3 was dropped, 
and x: added. 

We ran six regressions on these data. The methods used were: 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 

E. 

F. 

Least squares, on all 21 points: 
Least squares, after removing the 4 aforementioned points; 
Huber-type M-estimation, with t,M r) given by ( 16) and c = 1.5; 
Huber-type M-estimation, with 4(r) given by ( 16) and c = 21 p/11 = .tW 

Bounded influence estimation, using (16) with c = 2@1 and I,( X) = 
(1 - IQ/‘, as ?t (17); 
Bounded influence estimation, using (16) with c = 2\p/11 and V( 1) = 

(1 - h,,)/&, , as at (18). 
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Table 1 
Estimates, standard errors and p-values for the Example of Section 4 

Method Parameter estimates 
(standard errors in parentheses) 

p-value for 
H,,:e,=BJ=o 

f4, 8, 82 4 0 

A - 39.92 0.7156 1.2953 0.1521 3.243 0.0073 

(Il.901 
B - 37.65 

(4.732) 
c - 41.07 

(10.79) 
D - 39.33 

(8.447) 
E - 38.82 

(3.883) 
F - 41.749 

(5.426) 

(0.1349) 
0.7977 

(0.0674) 
0.7962 

(0.1223) 
0.8288 

(0.0958) 
0.8326 

(0. 1 106) 
0.7995 

(0.1442) 

(0.3680) 
0.5773 

(0.1660) 
1.0562 

(0.3338) 
0.7590 

(0.2613) 
0.7174 

(0.2258) 
1.0639 

(0.3945) 

(0.1563) 
- 0.067 1 1.253 0.0112 
(0.0616) 

-0.1355 2.942 9.0147 
(0.1418) 

-0.1087 2.303 0.0237 
(0.1110) 

- 0.1075 2.118 0.0074 
(0.0614) 

-0.1310 3.194 0.0236 
(0.0734) 

The choice c = 2lp/n is recommended by Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980). 
In each of methods C - F, all 21 cases are used and & is estimated as at (6). 
Convergence, defined as 

was obtained, in each case, in at most 7 iterations of the iteratively reweighted 
least squares algorithm of Section 1. This was followed by a regression on 
pseudovalues, as in Street, Carroll and Ruppert (1988) for methods C and D, 
and as in Section 2 for methods E and F. 

The results are presented in Table 1. Of the four robust methods, E appears 
to have been the most successful at automatically down-weighting the four 
erroneous points, and_ then efficiently estimating 6. The estimates of the 
covariance matrix of and the resulting p-values for the trial hypothesis 
H,, : 8, = e3 = 0, appear ‘to be quite sensitive to the choice of method. The 
complete output is given in the technical report of Wiens (1990). 

The author wishes to thank the Associate Editor :u-td a referee for their helpful 
suggestions. 

rifica 

Partition X, r, U as 

x= (x, 
L 

: X,) = (r, : l-g 21 u12 /)_4_4 =ru. 
. 

( I 
4 w--9) cj * (P-4) Li22 
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Since s’ = $, the statistic F at (2) has 

(p-q)$F= “SSE in reduced model”- “SSE in full model” 

= ll(l-&,)Y, v- lip-H,)Y, 112, 
where 

4, = x,( XITX, ) - ’ x:‘ = l-1 l-1’, 

H,y=X(X“X)-'XT=ff? 

Thus 

(9 - q%'F =y* IX’-y, = 11 r;r( I(,@, + k,,q(x, r)) 11’ __. 
= ll r-gQi(I 7 (6y (7)) = II (0 ; ~l’_&¶,Itill 2 (b (10)) 

= II A,,:&9J II :. (A4 
where 

Now 

((IICJ’),, = (A, Q,“),: = (A;;:+&-‘9 _- 

Aizz2 A n;E = (C, h2.1 - 
Now (12) follows from (A.1) and (A.2). 

(A.2) 
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